New meteor shower "just a memory" of what
once was there
23 July 2014
to the skies in a Beechcraft King Air 90 aircraft, a
flight sponsored by the SETI Institute, and in little
over two hours detected 21 Camelopardalids,
predominantly faint meteors.
"Our best meteor was no more luminous than the
star Vega", says Jenniskens, "but it gave us a clue
as to why there were few bright ones: It was so
fragile that the meteoroid suddenly dispersed into a
cloud of dust at the end of its trajectory."

Frame-by-frame development of a Camelopardalid on
2014 May 24 at 01h58m08s UT. Original recording by
Peter C. Slansky. Credit: Jim Albers and Peter
Jenniskens.

Similar behavior was displayed during the 1933 and
1946 Draconid meteor storms, a consequence of
close encounters with comet 21P/GiacobinniZinner. That comet was hyper-active, and
Jenniskens suspects that the ejected dust grains
were still embedded with ice. The larger grains
would have been destroyed when the grains
warmed up and the ice was lost.
Comet 209P/Linear, however, was a weakly active
comet, not known for ejecting ice-laden dust.

"We are not sure yet what destroyed the larger
meteoroids in this case," Jenniskens says. "The
The weak display of last month's Camelopardalids meteoroids may have simply been too frail to
meteor shower, the result of the close passage of survive ejection, or the larger meteoroids could
comet 209P/LINEAR, may have disappointed
have been lost in the many years since they were
backyard observers, but this never-before-seen
ejected."
shower now has scientists excited. An analysis of
airborne and ground-based observations published One explanation for the lack of large meteoroids is
in the latest issue of the Journal of the International that they failed to survive the harsh conditions of
Meteor Organization finds that this comet's dust
space. The cometary dust encountered by Earth
was unusually fragile, and had fallen apart into
during May was more than a century old.
undersized meteors that were largely invisible.
"We may have been just a few centuries late in
"Some mechanism was at work that efficiently
catching a good show," says Jenniskens. "The
fragmented the larger meteoroids," says Peter
shower we saw was just a faint memory of what
Jenniskens, a meteor astronomer with the SETI
once was there."
Institute. Ten years ago, Jenniskens, together with
colleague Esko Lyytinen, first predicted that a new
shower would appear on May 24.
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On that evening, Jenniskens' research team took
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